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High-order harmonic generation in laser-aligned molecules
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We demonstrate high-order harmonic generation in high-density vapors of laser-aligned molecules. En-
sembles of aligned CS2 and N2 are formed in the focus of a 300 ps duration laser pulse with sufficient density
~;1017 molecules cm23! to enable efficient high-order harmonic generation by a second, 70-fs, high-intensity
laser pulse. We are able to modulate and significantly enhance the harmonic intensity in aligned molecules
compared to the randomly oriented case. Our results are explained by considering the influence of an aniso-
tropic dipole phase. Strong support for this interpretation is provided by theoretical results for high-order
harmonic generation in the aligned H2

1 model system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-order harmonic generation~HHG! resulting from
the interaction of intense laser light with atoms has be
extensively studied in recent years as a unique sourc
coherent XUV radiation@1#. An intuitive and durable theo
retical picture based on the classical electron trajectory in
laser field has helped to elucidate this process@2#. Several
workers have observed the similarity of HHG in atoms a
small molecules@3,4#, and recently it was shown that if su
ficiently short pulses are used~,100 fs! then even larger
~organic! molecules exhibit atomlike behavior@5#. However,
unlike atoms, molecules are not isotropic systems. It
known that processes such as multiphoton ionization can
strongly influenced by the angle between the laser elec
field vector and the molecular axis@6#, and it is, therefore,
natural to ask if there is any orientation dependence of
closely related process of HHG. This question is addresse
a theoretical paper in which it was shown that the amplitu
of the single-molecule HHG response in a H2

1 ion is in-
creased if the laser field is polarized perpendicular to
molecular axis@7#. Our experimental results confirm that th
HHG yield can indeed be increased in an aligned molec
medium @8#. However, these results strongly suggest t
modifications to thephaseof the single-molecule respons
can be the dominant influence of molecular alignment. T
anisotropic dipole phase has been investigated in recent
oretical work@9# that is considered here.

To study experimentally how HHG depends upon mole
lar orientation it is first necessary to align a dens
(.1017 cm23) ensemble of molecules. Alignment has be
demonstrated at low densities (;1010 cm23) for molecules
having no permanent dipole moment@10,11# where the elec-
tric field of a laser pulse simultaneously induces a molecu
dipole moment and exerts a torque upon it@12#. Under the
conditions discussed below, this torque creates an ense
of molecules with an angular distribution of molecular ax
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that is peaked about the direction of the electric field. Fr
the quantum-mechanical point of view, the eigenstates
aligned molecules in the adiabatic limit correspond to
so-called pendular states and can be labeled by the qua
numbersJ̃ andM of the field-free rotational state@13#. The
degree of alignment is quantified by the expectation value
cos2 u, ^cos2 u&, whereu is the angle between the molecul
axis and the electric-field vector. It ranges from13, corre-
sponding to no alignment, to 1 when the molecule is in
perfectly aligned state along the electric-field vector. For
ensemble of molecules in thermal equilibrium, the average
the Boltzmann distribution of the rotational states has also
be considered; thus we have@10,13#

^cos2 u&5(
J̃

wJ̃ (
M52 J̃

M51 J̃

^cos2 u& J̃,M . ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, ^cos2 u&J̃,M is the expectation value of cos2 u over
the rotational state characterized by the quantum numbeJ̃

and M and wJ̃5exp@2J̃(J̃11)/g#/Qr , whereQr is the rota-
tional partition function andg5kT/B is the reduced rota-
tional temperature~B is the rotational constant of the mo
ecule!. In @11#, asymptotic expressions for̂cos2 u&J̃,M are
reported as a function of the anisotropy parameterc5(v i

2v')1/2, wherev i ,'5a i ,'E0
2/4B, wherea i anda' are the

parallel and normal polarizabilities of the molecule andE0 is
the electric-field amplitude.

In earlier work@10,14–16#, a'3.5 ns duration laser puls
was used to align several species of neutral molecule
samples of density,1010 cm23, and a degree of alignmen
as high aŝ cos2 u&50.9 was realized.

In this paper, we present results from the study of HHG
dense vapors of spatially aligned molecules. To our kno
edge this is the first time that controlled alignment has b
demonstrated at densities as high as 1017 cm23. We show
that HHG may be enhanced and modulated by contro
alignment of the molecules in a nonlinear medium. The
sults of both experiment and numerical calculation lead u
conclude that it is the highly anisotropic phase of t
strongly driven molecular dipole that dominates the obser
behavior.
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Laser system and optics

Our experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. A
sapphire, chirped pulse amplification laser system with c
ter wavelength 798 nm and repetition rate 10 Hz was use
simultaneously produce 300630 ps duration laser pulses fo
molecular alignment and (7065)-fs laser pulses to pump
HHG in the aligned molecules. A beam splitter immediate
before the grating pulse compressor divided the linearly
larized laser pulse into two parts. The reflected fract
propagated through a beam expanding telescope into
pulse compressor to produce 70 fs full width at half ma
mum ~FWHM! duration, 40-mJ pump pulses. The transm
ted fraction remained uncompressed to provide laser pu
for control of molecular alignment with 300 ps FWHM du
ration and energy up to 60 mJ.

To synchronize the aligning and pump pulses, the align
pulses passed through a fixed optical delay of path len
equivalent to the pulse compressor. An additional delay w
introduced by a retroreflector mounted on a high-resolut
translation stage to control the relative delay between the
pulses,Dt with ,100 fs resolution over a range of 700 p
The retroreflector position corresponding to zero delay,Dt
50, was determined with an accuracy of650 ps by moni-
toring separately the arrival time of the aligning and pum
pulses using a fast photodiode~Thorlabs DET210! and digi-
tal oscilloscope~Tektronics TDS680B!. The energy of the
harmonic pump pulses was controlled by rotating al/2 wave
plate placed before the pulse compressor, which had a
strong polarization dependence in its transmission efficie
A wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter were used
vary the aligning pulse energy. The focused intensities in
interaction region could be varied in the range 531013– 5
31014 W cm22 for the 70-fs HHG pump pulses and
31011– 231012 W cm22 for the 300-ps aligning pulses~be-
low the threshold for HHG!.

Both the aligning and pump beams were linearly pol
ized. Control of the molecular alignment plane was achie
by rotating the polarization vector of the aligning beam to
either parallel with or perpendicular to the polarization ve
tor of the pump beam using al/2 wave plate.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup showing 300 ps duration alignm
laser pulses and 70 fs duration high-order harmonic genera
pump pulses focused collinearly into a dense molecular gas je
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The aligning beam was modulated at 5 Hz by a mecha
cal chopper wheel phase locked to the laser pulses to o
mize the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements, compa
the harmonic intensity with and without the aligning pulse

The pump and aligning beams were recombined in
50:50 beam splitter then aligned through a pair of irises a
focused into a small vacuum chamber by a planocon
fused silica lens with focal length 55 cm. The intensity pr
files and spatial overlap of the aligning and pump puls
were measured before and after every experiment.
beams were sampled by an optical wedge inserted after
focusing lens and attenuated by a neutral density filter. T
focal volume was then imaged onto a charge-coupled de
camera using a microscope objective and sampled by a
sonal computer~PC! equipped with a frame grabber.

The peak intensities in the aligning and pump beam f
were calculated using measurements of the intensity profi
pulse energies, and pulse durations. Pulse energies
measured using a laser energy meter~Molectron JMAX43!.
The duration of the aligning pulse was measured by a
sampling diode~New Focus 1437!. We used a second-orde
single-shot autocorrelator to measure the duration of
pump pulse assuming a sech2 temporal profile. We estimate
factor of 5 error in the calculated peak intensity.

B. High-order harmonic detection and data acquisition

High-order harmonics generated in the interaction w
spectrally resolved using a vacuum ultraviolet monochrom
ing spectrometer~GCA McPherson 225! and detected by an
electron multiplier tube~EMT, Electron Tubes 143!.

The aligning and pump pulses were derived from t
same laser system so that their shot-to-shot energy fluc
tions were proportional, and a single photodiode, calibra
by the energy meter, was able to simultaneously monitor
energy fluctuations of both beams.

The signals from the EMT~harmonic intensity! and the
photodiode~pulse energy! together with a signal defining th
state of the alignment beam~blocked or unblocked! were
sampled by the digital oscilloscope and transferred to a
for immediate analysis. The ratioR of the harmonic intensity
with the aligning beam~molecules aligned! to the harmonic
intensity without the aligning beam~molecules randomly ori-
ented! was determined. For each datum, the average and
standard error ofR were calculated over 400 laser pulses.

C. Gas-jet characteristics

A pulsed molecular jet was produced by a temperat
controlled solenoid valve system consisting of integra
heating elements, a sample reservoir, pressure gauge,
mocouple, and pulsed solenoid valve mounted on
vacuum chamber above the laser focus~Fig. 2!. For these
experiments, the valve was modified to allow helium buf
gas to be bubbled through the liquid sample, thus mix
with the molecular vapor and enhancing rotational cooling
the molecular vapor during its supersonic expansion i
vacuum. The laser beam was focused 3 mm below the 5
mm-diameter nozzle to give an interaction region;6 mm
long with density;1017 molecules cm23. We estimate the

t
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HIGH-ORDER HARMONIC GENERATION IN LASER- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053805
rotational temperature of molecules in the jet@17# to be'10
K for CS2 ~350-Torr CS2 with 1400-Torr He! and'25 K for
N2 and H2. These conditions provided rotational coolin
sufficient to allow strong alignment while retaining an a
ceptable HHG signal-to-noise ratio.

Our estimates of the density and temperature of the
lecular jet are obtained using the framework of the the
described by Miller@17#. From the estimated temperature w
can calculate the degree of alignment, given the species
the aligning laser intensity. The maximum cooling effect
obtained by locating the interaction region beyond the q
ting surface, where the expansion becomes collisionless
the temperature remains constant. However, in order to
sure sufficient gas density for HHG, the interaction region
located close to the nozzle. This position does not realize
maximum cooling effect of the expansion, but is instead
compromise chosen to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio
considering the increased alignment effect at lower temp
tures and the increased harmonic intensity at higher den

The starting point of the determination of the rotation
temperature is the evaluation of the terminal speed ratio,
the final value for the ratio between the parallel~i! mean
velocity divided by the thermal spread in velocities. It
given by @17#

Si ,`5AF&n0dS 53C6

kT0
D 1/3GB

, ~2!

whereA andB are two parameters depending on the ratio
specific-heat capacitiesg, n0 andT0 are the source gas den
sity ~atoms cm23! and temperature~K!, respectively, andd is
the nozzle diameter~cm!. The quantityC6 depends on the
Lennard-Jones parameters« and s through the relation
C6 /k54(«/k)s6. For He we have C6 /k50.15
310243 K cm6 whereas for CS2, C6 /k5150
310243 K cm6.

Taking n05531019 cm23 ~1400 Torr! and d50.5 mm,
we obtainSi ,`'35 for He. From the relation between th
speed ratioS and the Mach numberM we get the terminal
Mach number

FIG. 2. Temperature controlled pulsed valve with integ
sample reservoir and buffer gas supply used to generate h
density, rotationally cooled molecular vapors.
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M`5A2

g
Si ,`.38.5. ~3!

Once we haveM` , we can evaluate the distance of the qu
ting surface from the nozzle,Xq . For X@d, we have

Xq5S M`

C1
D 1/~g21!

d, ~4!

giving Xq'40d'20 mm for pure He. Similarly, for CS2 we
find Xq'72 mm. We can reasonably assume that the exp
sion is incomplete in our interaction region~which is only 3
mm from the nozzle! and, therefore, collisional processes a
not yet ‘‘frozen.’’ The continuum flow description is valid
and the beam properties can be determined by solving
fluid equations using the method of characteristics@17# to
give an approximate formula forM. From this, we can find
the temperatureT through

T

T0
5S 11

g21

2
M2D 21

. ~5!

Although the ratiog in Eq. ~5! refers to a single kind of gas
~monatomic, diatomic, or polyatomic!, for a gas mixture we
can introduce an effective valuegeff . For an ideal gas mix-
ture the average heat capacity is

C̄p5(
i

Xi@g i /~g i21!#R, ~6!

where Xi is the number or mole fraction@17#. As Cp
5g i /(g i21)R we can set

C̄p5
geff

geff21
R. ~7!

Thus, by equating Eqs.~6! and ~7! we have

geff5

(
i

Xi~g i /g i21!

F(
i

Xi~g i /g i21!G21

. ~8!

In the following discussions, the gas mixture temperatu
were calculated by evaluating Eq.~5! usinggeff values given
by Eq. ~8!. For example, a He partial pressure of 1400 T
and a CS2 partial pressure of 350 Torr givegeff51.59 result-
ing in a CS2 temperature'10 K in the laser focus.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the measurement ofR as a function of the
delay between the aligning and harmonic pump pulses,Dt,
for 9th order harmonics in CS2, H2 , and N2. Positive values
of Dt correspond to the pump pulse arriving after the alig
ing pulse. For each of the molecular species, alignment
rections parallel with and perpendicular to the pump pu
electric-field vector are compared. Measurements were m
of the 9th, 11th, 13th, and 15th order harmonics, wh

l
h-
5-3
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showed evidence of the same magnitude of alignment eff
We present here only the 9th harmonic (l589 nm) as it
coincides with the peak response of our detection syst
resulting in the optimum signal-to-noise ratio.

HHG in CS2 is enhanced in the presence of an aligni
laser pulse@Fig. 3~a!#. The aligning pulse intensity is 2
31012 W cm22 and the intensity of the pump pulse is
31014 W cm22. The enhancement ofR follows the aligning
pulse temporal history, although the aligning pulse FWH
duration is 300 ps whereas forR we have a FWHM of'400
ps. The broadening can be attributed to the nonlinear be
ior of R as a function of the aligning pulse intensity~see Fig.
4!. There is no significant difference between the parallel a
perpendicular polarizations, suggesting that the observed

FIG. 3. RatioR of harmonic intensity with aligning pulse to
harmonic intensity without aligning pulse as a function of delayDt
between aligning and harmonic pump pulses for the 9th harm
using perpendicular~d! and parallel~s! laser polarizations in~a!
CS2 , ~b! H2 , and~c! N2 .

FIG. 4. RatioR as a function of aligning laser intensity for th
9th harmonic in CS2 using parallel aligning and pump-laser pola
izations.
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hancement of HHG is related to the increased order in
aligned molecules and is independent of the alignment di
tion. We do not expect the aligning pulse to cause signific
ionization or dissociation. This is supported by the obser
tion that the aligning pulse has no effect (R51) when it
fully precedes the pump pulse. We observed similar result
hexane, although this molecule was less extensively inve
gated than CS2.

No effect is observed in H2 for either aligning pulse po-
larization @Fig. 3~b!#. This allows us also to rule out an
significant direct influence of the aligning pulse on the h
monic generation process, e.g., through electric-field ad
tion or modified ionization dynamics. Other evidence for th
is noted in the dependence of the enhancement effec
pump laser intensity, which shows no decrease inR as the
intensity is increased. In N2 @Fig. 3~c!#, prealignment of the
molecules perpendicular to the pump pulse causes harm
emission to be suppressed (R,1), whereas prealignmen
parallel to the pump pulse has no observable effect. We
cuss these results below in terms of the more complica
alignment dynamics of this intermediate mass molecule.

The alignment dependence of HHG in CS2 is studied as a
function of aligning pulse intensity~Fig. 4!. The intensity of
the harmonic pump pulse is 531014 W cm22 and its polar-
ization is parallel to that of the aligning pulse. The tempo
delay between the two pulses is chosen to maximizeR. As
the aligning pulse intensity increases from,1
31011 W cm22 to ;531011 W cm22 the harmonic inten-
sity is progressively enhanced (R.1). The effect then satu
rates andR increases only gradually up to the maximu
aligning pulse intensity of 231012 W cm22. In the same fig-
ure we also show the predicted degree of molecular ali
ment,^cos2 u&, calculated using the formula reported in@13#.
The measured variation of HHG and the calculated degre
alignment are strongly correlated.

Further evidence for alignment is presented in Fig.
which shows the influence of the He buffer gas pressure
the enhancement factorR. The harmonic pump pulse inten
sity is 731014 W cm22 and its polarization is perpendicula
to that of the aligning pulse, which has an intensity of;8
31011 W cm22. The effect of the aligning pulse is optimize
when the rotational temperature is decreased by maximiz

ic

FIG. 5. Filled circles~d! showR for 350-Torr CS2 as a function
of He buffer gas pressure using perpendicular laser polarizati
The continuous curve is the degree of alignment calculated u
estimated rotational temperature~25–10 K! and aligning laser in-
tensity (831011 W cm22).
5-4
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HIGH-ORDER HARMONIC GENERATION IN LASER- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053805
the buffer gas pressure. Although the rotational tempera
can be reduced further by increasing the distance from
nozzle throat to the laser focus, the decreasing density ca
a rapid reduction in harmonic intensity resulting in an un
vorable signal-to-noise ratio.

IV. DISCUSSION

To explain these observations we must consider a num
of factors: the degree of steady-state alignment caused b
aligning field, realignment of the molecules by the more
tense but shorter duration HHG pump pulse and the effec
alignment on the HHG process itself.

A. Degree of alignment and alignment dynamics

The alignment dynamics will be in the adiabatic limit
the laser-pulse duration exceeds the rotational timeTR . In
our experiment this condition is always satisfied by the 3
ps duration aligning pulse, as the highestTR , corresponding
to the lowest rotational energy, is'100 ps for CS2, 5 ps for
N2 , and 0.2 ps for H2 . Table I summarizes the physica
properties of these three molecules that are relevant to
alignment dynamics. We evaluatêcos2 u& using our pre-
dicted rotational temperatures to estimate the degree
alignment induced by an aligning pulse with intensity
31012 W cm22. We find ^cos2 u&'0.82 for CS2, 0.38 for
N2 , and 0.33 for H2 . Thus, the aligning pulse produce
strong alignment in CS2 and poor alignment in N2 . In H2
there is no alignment at all and so this molecule repres
the null case~no prealignment!.

The subsequent high-intensity, ultrashort pump pulse
also influence the alignment of molecules. It has been sh
experimentally that the molecular moment of inertia play
crucial role in alignment with short pulses. In particular, H2
and N2 are forced into alignment by sub-100-fs laser puls
(I;231014 W cm22) whereas under the same conditions,2
shows no signs of reorientation@20#. The same conclusion
for I2 is reached with higher-intensity (1015 W cm22),
shorter duration~80 fs! pulses@21#. We can assume that n
significant reorientation of CS2 occurs during the pump
pulse. The CS2 rotational constant is only three times that
I2 whereas this factor is'54 for N2 and'1600 for H2 . In
CS2 we have observed no dependence ofR on the pump
pulse intensity, which would be expected if aligning effec
of the pump pulse were significant.

H2 is not oriented by the aligning pulse. This indepe
dence from the aligning pulse ensures that H2 provides a
reliable control case for these experiments. This status is

TABLE I. Molecular properties important to alignmen
dynamics—moment of inertia, polarizability anisotropy, and ro
tional constant.

Molecule I (10245 kg m2) @18# a i2a' (Å 3) @19# B ~cm21! @18#

CS2 2.56 9.6 0.109
N2 0.139 0.93 2.0
H2 0.004 57 0.22 60.9
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invalidated by the possibility that it may be subsequen
aligned by the pump pulse@20#.

It has been shown@20,21# that N2 undergoes realignmen
during an intense short pulse. Additionally, we have sho
that in our experimental conditions alignment in N2 , though
weak, is predicted due to the long pulse. Thus, when us
N2 we have a system that is weakly aligned by the long pu
and subsequently interacts with an intense short pulse.
second pulse is, in turn, able to modify the alignment of
molecular axes. The results for this system are shown in
3~c! where the measurement ofR as a function of the delay
between the two laser beams is reported. We see that
prealignment has no effect if realized parallel to the sub
quent short harmonic pump pulse whereas it produces a
pression of the harmonic signal if the molecules are pre
entially aligned perpendicular to the pump.

To understand such asymmetric behavior we can desc
the interaction of N2 with a short pulse by means of a cla
sical approach valid in the strong-field limit@22,23#. We can
neglect the thermal energy with respect to the potential w
generated by the short laser pulse and the induced ele
dipole, and the differential equation governing the dynam
of the molecule becomes@22#

d2u

dt2 1
1

2 S v0

v D 2

g~t!cos2t sin~2u!50. ~9!

In Eq. ~9! v is the laser angular frequency,t5vt is a di-
mensionless time,g(t) is the temporal laser profile, an
v0

250.5(a i2a')E0
2/I , whereI is the moment of inertia of

the molecule. The initial conditions areu(2`)5u0 and u̇
(2`)50. The latter condition is that the molecule rotation
velocity is negligible, which holds also during the adiaba
interaction with the long pulse. The distribution ofu0 will
follow the law 0.5 sinu ~u ranging in the interval@2p/2,
p/2#! if the molecular axes are isotropically oriented. Expe
mentally, this is the case for H2 as it is unaffected by the long
aligning pulse.

Solutions of Eq.~9! are shown in Fig. 6 for N2 with u0
510° – 90° in 10° increments. We have assumed a sech2 la-
ser pulse shape with FWHM duration of 75 fs and pe
intensityI 05531014 W cm22. From Fig. 6 it is evident that
the behavior ofu(t) strongly depends on the initial align

FIG. 6. Realignment of N2 during a 75-fs harmonic pump pulse
Solid curves are solutions of Eq.~9! for initial alignment angles
from 10° to 90°. Dotted curve is the pump pulse intensity. Sma
initial angles result in greater realignment at the peak of the pu

-
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N. HAY et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053805
ment angleu0 . In particular, this means that small chang
in the distribution ofu0 can lead to large changes in th
distribution of u(t50) at the peak of the short pulse whe
harmonic emission is greatest. Thus, the behavior obse
with N2 can be explained by considering that when the m
ecule is prealigned parallel to the short pulse, the reorie
tion induced by the short pulse is enhanced, whereas
perpendicular prealignment reorientation is suppress
However, in the case when the two pulses are parallel
argument implies an enhancement of HHG, which has
been observed. We argue that the main reason for the
served asymmetric behavior lies in the strong nonlinearity
Eq. ~9!: molecules at small or intermediate initial angles a
strongly realigned, whereas molecules at large initial ang
undergo little realignment~see Fig. 6!. This implies that the
reduction of the degree of alignment obtained when the
tial distribution is shifted towardsp/2 ~perpendicular pre-
alignment! is expected to be more significant than the i
provement obtained in the opposite case. In terms
harmonic generation relative to the case of no long align
pulse, HHG will be reduced more by perpendicular la
polarizations than it will be enhanced by parallel laser po
izations.

In summary, for N2 , we have a system that is initiall
slightly aligned (̂ cos2 u&'0.38) and subsequently realigne
by the ultrashort harmonic pump pulse. The dynamics of
molecule in the potential well generated by the ultrash
laser pulse and the induced electric dipole are strongly n
linear @22#. In particular, the dynamics of the angleu(t)
between the molecular axis and the laser electric-field ve
strongly depends upon the initial angleu0 . This means that a
small difference in the initial distribution ofu0 can lead to a
very different distribution ofu(t50), at the peak of har-
monic emission. The behavior observed with N2 is explained
by considering that realignment induced by the pump pu
is assisted when the aligning pulse is polarized parallel to
pump pulse, whereas for perpendicular polarization, reor
tation is impeded and so the harmonic intensity is reduc

B. Enhanced harmonic yield for aligned ensemble of molecules

As stated above, our measurements for CS2 are consistent
with HHG efficiency depending on the degree of alignme
but not on the direction of alignment. In earlier theoretic
work the direction of alignment was important, but in the
calculations the effects of the process on phase matc
were not considered@7#. To explain this behavior we invoke
a dependence upon molecular alignment of the dipole ph
relative to the strong driving field. In the semiclassical p
ture of HHG, this corresponds to the anisotropy of the m
ecule leading to different classical trajectories depend
upon the direction along which the electron is emitted.

A harmonic wave generated by an atom in the presenc
a laser field is shifted in phase with respect to the fundam
tal wave. This phase shift is equal to the phase of the ato
dipole moment induced by an electromagnetic field. The
pendence of such a phase on the laser intensity has
discussed in a number of papers~e.g.,@24,25#!. In particular,
it has been shown that in the semiclassical approach, a
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from a small correction, the dipole phase is given by@25#

wdip5
S

\
'

~Up1I p!ts

\
. ~10!

In Eq. ~10!, Up is the ponderomotive potential,S is the qua-
siclassical action describing the motion of the electron,I p is
the ionization potential, andts is the so-called return time
i.e., the time for the electron to recollide with the nucle
after it tunnels out. In the plateau region,ts is approximately
one period of the fundamental wavelength@24#. This can
lead to a significant phase shift. For example, withl
5800 nm, Up530 eV (I 5531014 W cm22), and I p
510 eV we havewdip'120 rad.

In an anisotropic system, such as a linear molecule,
expectwdip to depend upon the relative orientation of th
molecular axis and the electric-field vector of the fundam
tal beam. In the semiclassical approach, the action depe
upon the details of the binding potential throughI p @25#. In a
molecule, this factor is orientation dependent. On the ot
hand, the return time as well as the tunneling time dep
upon the atomic binding potential. Thus, it is reasonable
expect that in an anisotropic system the numerator of
~10! will show a dependence upon the direction consider
In our conditions,wdip'120 rad and we see that a change
small as 1% in the numerator of Eq.~10! leads to a change o
1 rad inwdip .

Once we assume an orientation dependence of the p
of the emitted harmonic@i.e., w[w(u)#, the intensity of the
given harmonic will include contributions from all possib
molecular orientations. This means that the measured in
sity will depend upon the distribution of molecular orient
tions in the ensemble. In particular,w is equal for all emitters
when all the molecules are aligned in a particular direct
~whatever it is!. This leads to an enhancement of HHG com
pared to other distributions~e.g., isotropic!. Thus, we sugges
that the increase ofR we have observed with CS2 can be
ascribed to a reduced angular distribution of the molecu
axes.

C. Numerical model of anisotropic behavior

To examine the dependence of the harmonic phase
molecular orientation, we report the results of numerical c
culations for a two-dimensional H2

1 model system. The
Hamiltonian for this system in a fieldE(t) polarized along
the x axis is ~in atomic units!

H5
P2

2
2 (

k51,2

1

A~x2xk!
21~y2yk!

210.5
1pxA~ t !,

~11!

where A(t)52*0
t E(t8)dt8, and (x1 ,y1), (x2 ,y2) are the

positions of the nuclei. In Eq.~11!, a soft Coulomb potentia
with a smoothing parameter of 0.5 has been used to re
duce the ground-state energy of230 eV. The time-dependen
Schrödinger equation is solved by means of the sp
operator method@26#. The amplitude and phase for a ha
5-6
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monic of frequencyv is obtained as the modulus and pha
of the complex Fourier transform of the dipole accelerat
expectation value@27–29#

a~v!5E ^C~ t !u]zV1E~ t !uC~ t !&eivtdt, ~12!

whereV is the potential@second term in Eq.~11!#. Equation
~12! is for harmonics polarized along thex axis, i.e., parallel
to the laser. For symmetry reasons, the yield of harmon
polarized perpendicular to the laser is zero in an ensemb
randomly oriented molecules. The same is true if the m
ecules are aligned parallel or perpendicular to the laser a
the present experiment. In the calculation we employ la
pulses of 780 nm wavelength and a total duration of
optical cycles~26 fs!. The field is switched on and off usin
three-cycle linear ramps.

The positions of the nuclei are fixed, so realignment
the short harmonic pump pulse is not possible. In this
spect, these calculations are most closely related to the
perimental results for CS2, the heaviest molecule invest
gated. The calculated harmonic phase cannot be dire
compared to Eq.~10! since it is found by taking the phase o
the complex valuea(v) and is, therefore, only define
modulo 2p.

Figure 7 displays the calculated orientation dependenc
the phase and amplitude for the 31st harmonic. The 3
order has been chosen because the ionization potentia
H2

1 is three times as large as that of CS2 . Since the harmon-
ics considered in the present experiment correspond to t
sitions from electronic energy levels not far above the io
ization potential, it is appropriate to scale the harmo
frequencies by multiplying by the ratio between the ioniz
tion potentials. In this sense, the 31st harmonic in H2

1 cor-
responds to the 9th or 11th harmonic in CS2. Three different
laser intensities have been employed: 531014 W cm22, 7
31014 W cm22, and 131015 W cm22. For all three intensi-

FIG. 7. Harmonic phase and amplitude for the 31st harmoni
the H2

1 model system as a function of alignment direction. T
laser intensities are 531014 W cm22 ~s!, 731014 W cm22 ~h!,
and 131015 W cm22 ~L!.
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ties, we observe the same phenomenon: the phase dep
weakly on the angle of alignment except for a sudden ju
at a certain critical angle. The size of the phase jump is in
vicinity of p. The critical angle is the same for all thre
intensities. The amplitude is at a local minimum at the sa
angle. A detailed investigation of this effect that is also fou
for most other high harmonics will be published elsewhe
In this paper, we concentrate on comparing the harmo
yield of aligned molecules to that of randomly oriented m
ecules. In the latter case, we must sum the complex co
butions, Eq.~12!, of all angles between 0° and 90°, weighte
by their respective solid angle factors. The result for the la
intensity 531014 W cm22 is shown in Fig. 8. Here, we hav
plotted the ratio between aligned and random orientation
alignment angles of 0° and 90°. In the intermediate range
harmonics~orders 9–37!, our results show the same tren
that was already found for higher intensities@7#: harmonic
generation is more effective in perpendicular alignment th
in parallel alignment. In this regime, the summation over
angles leads to a harmonic yield lying in between those
0° and 90°. Apparently, the contributions of orientatio
close to 90° are dominant through their larger amplitud
For higher orders, the difference between parallel and p
pendicular alignment is small. Here, the yield of random
oriented molecules is smaller by a factor that ranges betw
1 and 60. Such a strong suppression cannot be explaine
terms of the harmonic amplitudes only. Rather, the orien
tion dependence of the phase leads to a destructive inte
ence between the contributions from angles close to 0°
those close to 90°. This agrees well with the experimen
results for CS2, where parallel and perpendicular alignme
are found to give similar yields, and for no alignment t
yield is smaller.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have made an experimental observa
of an alignment dependence of HHG in molecules. This
quired us to demonstrate, for the first time to our knowled
molecular alignment in a dense vapor (;1017 cm23) corre-

n

FIG. 8. CalculatedR versus harmonic order in theH2
1 model

system. The alignment is perpendicular~d! or parallel~s! to the
pump-laser polarization. The laser intensity is 531014 W cm22.
5-7
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sponding to;1013 molecules in the laser focus. We propo
an explanation for the alignment dependence in terms o
anisotropic intensity-dependent dipole phase. Enhan
HHG is found in aligned molecular systems and this m
have implications for future developments of this uniq
light source. Moreover, studies of the harmonic respons
aligned molecules provide a powerful tool for the und
standing of anisotropic molecular electron dynamics in
tense fields.

This method of controlling HHG should be common to
molecules, such as CS2 and hexane, for which controllabl
alignment can be produced with adiabatic pulses of inten
;1012 W cm22. Investigation of these effects in other sp
cies is now underway. We note that modulation of the h
e
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monic yield by controlled molecular alignment may also p
mit exploitation in a scheme for enhanced HHG usi
quasiphase matching@30#.
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